### EU-China Dialogue Architecture – main elements*

#### I Pillar - Political Dialogue
- High-level Strategic Dialogue
  - Annual
  - HR/VP

#### II Pillar - Economic and Sectoral Dialogue
- High-level Economic and Trade Dialogue
  - VP responsible for Competition, for Economic Affairs; Trade Commissioner
- Ministerial SOM
- hbox Dialogue on Development
- Dialogue on Macroeconomic Dialogue
- Dialogue on Food Safety and Consumer Protection
- Dialogue on Intellectual Property Rights
- Dialogue on Sustainable Development
  - Task Force
- Dialogue on Regional Development
- Dialogue on Employment and Social Affairs
- Dialogue on EU-China Climate Change Partnership and BCM on Climate Change

#### III Pillar - People-to-People Dialogue
- High-level People-to-People Dialogue
  - Annual
- Policy Dialogue on Cultural Affairs
- Policy Dialogue on Youth Affairs

### Regular exchanges on:
- Human Rights Dialogue
  - (3-year)
- Dialogue on African Issues
- Dialogue on Development
- Consultation on Latin America and Caribbean

### Regular experts meetings on:
- Meetings of GOBs and special envoys
- Asian Affairs
- Non-proliferation
- Conventional arms export
- China-CEPC Task Force on Cyber Issues

### Dialogue under existing or planned sectoral agreements

#### Summit Annual

**Presidents of the European Council and Commission**

* This diagram is not exhaustive. The scope, nature and number of dialogues changes regularly.

*Source: European External Action Service*